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Report No. 50-483/84-51(DRS)

Docket No. 50-483 License No. NFP-30

Licensee: The Union Electric Company
Post Office Box 149
St. Louis, MO 63166

Facility Name: Callaway, Unit 1

Inspection At: Callaway Site, Callaway County, M0

Inspection Conducted: December 10-14, 1984

Inspector: M. . Far er //2 f5"
Da'te '

Approved By: f [=$ r
M A. Ring, Act g Chief s/2. [85~-
Test Programs Section D/te /

Inspection Summary

Inspection on December 10-14, 1984 (Report No. 50-483/84-51(DRS))
Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection of licensee action on
previous inspection findings; testing of Safety Injection System (SIS)
overrides; recording and retention of hydrogen concentrations during battery
operations; administrative controls for the Control Room Isolate switches on
safety-related 480 VAC switchgear; and startup test results package reviews.
The inspection involved a total of 46 inspector-hours onsite by one NRC
inspector, including 13 inspector-hours onsite during off-shifts.
Results: Of the five areas inspected, one item of noncompliance was
identified in the area of startup test results (paragraph 6).
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

S. E. Miltenberger, Plant Manager
*W. R. Campbell, Superintendent of Engineering
*W. H. Stahl, Acting Superintendent of Engineering
*J. R. Veatch, Quality Assurance Supervisor
*R. L. Plautz, Quality Assurance Engineer
*R. J. McCann, Quality Assurance Engineer
J. W. Knaup, Compliance Engineer

* Denotes those attending the exit interview on December 14, 1984.

Additional plant technical and administrative personnel were contacted by
the inspector during the course of the inspection.

2. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

a. (Closed) Noncompliance (483/84-23-01(DRS)): Inadequate justifica-
tion for "use-as-is" disposition on Startup Field Reports (SFR).
The inspector reviewed the justification for twenLy-six of the
identified twenty-eight SFRs in question. Justification for the
remaining two SFRs from Westinghouse is still in process. Based on
this review the inspector is satisfied that the corrective action is
adequate and has no further concerns in this matter.

4

b. (Closed) Noncompliance (483/84-23-02(DRS)): Failure to adequately

review preoperational test results. The inspector reviewed the
licensee's reevaluation of the two Chemical and Volume Control
System tests in question and determined that the disposition was
thorough and correct. As a result of this review the inspector has

no further questions in this matter.-

c. (Closed) Open Item (483/84-23-04(DRS)): Hot weather testing of the
Ultimate Heat Sink. The inspector reviewed ETT-EF-07001, " Essential
Service Water System" and Request for Resolution (RFR)-00455. The
test gathered the cooling tower performance data during September and

,

| the RFR requested Bechtel evaluation of the data to confirm adequate
operation of the system. The inspector noted no discrepancies in the
test or the evaluation. The cooling tower's performance was judged
acceptable and the inspector has.no further questions in this area.

d. (Closed) Noncompliance (483/84-23-05(DRS)): Lack of procedural pre-
cautions for starting cycles of large motors. The inspector reviewed
a letter from the Assistant Superintendent of Operations to the Plant
Manager which committed to incorporate necessary precautions for
starting of large motors into the operating procedures. The inspec-
tor also reviewad several operating procedures for systems with large
motors and noted that precautions for starting cycles of large motors
had been incorporated. Based on these reviews the inspector is
satisfied that corrective action is adequate and has no further

r
' concerns in this area.
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e. (Closed) Noncompliance (483/84-31-02(DRS)): Failure to evaluate

diesel generator test discrepancies. Union Electric adequately
responded to this item in its letter to NRC dated August 30, 1984.
The_ inspector has no further concerns in this area.

f. (Closed) Open Item (483/84-31-03(DRS)): Evaluation of diesel
.

generator test discrepancies. The inspector reviewed RFR-00225
! which evaluated the results of the diesel generator testing and

determined that diesel performance was acceptable. The inspector
has no further questions in this area.

!

|- g. (Closed) Open-Item (483/84-31-04(DRS)): Bus loading discrepancies
|- during sequencer testing. The inspector met with members of the

licensee's engineering staff to discuss the discrepancy and to
review a memo to file which indicated that the discrepancy appeared

; to be caused by the pumps.being run at recirculation flow instead of

| full load. -Since recirculation flow requires less power than full- ;

r flow the inspector is satisfied with the resolution and has no *

L further questions in this area.

h. (Closed) Noncompliance (483/84-34-01(DRS)): Inadequate. procedures
[ 'and failure to adequately review test results. Union Electric-

adequately responded to this item in its letter to NRC dated
October 26, 1984. The inspector has no further concerns in this
area.

i. (Closed) Unresolved Item (483/84-34-02(DRS)): Violation of proce-
l
. dures in compressed gas accumulator. testing. The inspector reviewed
L the evaluation of the rewritten test provided by the licensee's

;

engineering staff. The evaluation justified the revised test method. '

[ and substantiated the acceptability of the test results. Upon
-

completion of this review the inspector has no further questions in
this area.

j. (Closed) Open' Item (483/84-34-03(DRS)): Incorporation of NRC
comments into startup test procedures. The inspector reviewed the

_

startup procedures in question and met with members of the
engineering staff.to discuss the resolution of the comments. The
licensee demonstrated where the inspector's comments had been
incorporated into the procedures. The inspector has no further
questiore in this area.

3. -Testing of Safety-Injection System (SIS) Overrides'

. The inspector met with members of the licensee engineering staff to deter-
'mine_whether or not the ability of the SIS to override-test and exercise j

modes of plant systems had been adequately tested. This concern was j
,

craised following identification of the failure of the Wolf Creek test
_

| program to verify. SIS overrides of the slow closure mode of the Main Steam
c Isolation Valves, 10% exercise ~ mode of the-Feedwater Isolation Valves, and

the testing of_the Load Shed/ Emergency Load Sequencing System. The
inspector reviewed applicable preoperational. tests, surveillance proce-

~

' dures, and logic ' diagrams .to determine the acceptability of the testing
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conducted on these systems. After completion of these reviews and
discussions with the engineering staff the inspector determined that the
SIS override capability had been adequately verified.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

4. Recording and Retention of Hydrogen Concentration During Battery
Operations

The inspector reviewed the licensee's program for hydrogen surveys during
equalizing battery charges to determine whether or not it met the FSAR
commitment for monitoring and recording of hydrogen concentrations for
permanent retention as reference information. Preoperational tests and
maintenance procedures were re'riewed to determine the recording of
hydrogen concentrations as baseline information for future reference.
Review of the preoperational tests showed that the battery room ventila-
tion systems were not operable in all of the battery testing and could ;

not provide good baseline data. The inspector noted that the procedure *

for conducting battery equalizing charges contained a specific requirement
to monitor and record hydrogen concentration in the battery room during
the charge. The data sheet from this procedure is a permanent record and
thus meets the FSAR commitment to maintain this data for reference during
the life of the plant. Battery charging conducted under this maintenance
procedure will provide a baseline to monitor the effectiveness of the
battery room ventilation system.4

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

5. Administrative Controls for the Control Room Isolate Switches on Safety-
Related 480 VAC Switchgear.

In the event of a control room fire, the control room isolate switches on
safety-related 480 VAC panels NG02 and NG04 serve to prevent the inad-
vertent tripping of these panels' feeder breakers due to a fault in the
Main Control Board. Operation of these switches is not positively
indicated in the control room. The only method for detecting that they
have been operated is the loss of the breaker position indicating lights
or visual inspection of the switch. The inspector met with licensee
staff to discuss these switches and the administrative controls provided

by plant procedures to ensure that they are initially placed in the
proper position and not inadvertently operated. Review of system
operating procedures revealed that the switches were not included in the
normal operating procedure. The only mention of the switches was in the
off-normal procedure for shutdown external to the control room. Lack of
instructions and precautions, pertaining to the control room isolate
switches, in the system normal operating procedures is an open item
(483/84-51-01(DRS)) pending further review by the licensee and incorpor-
ation of adequate administrative controls in the system operating
procedures.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

|

|
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6. Startup Test Results Package Reviews

;

Upon commencing reviews of startup test results packages provided by thee

~

licensee the inspector noted that comments by the Onsite Review Committee
- (CRC) did not appear to have been incorporated although the package con-

tained an approval form signed by the plant manager (or his designee).'

During his inquiry into this apparent discrepancy the inspector found
that completed and-approved test results packages were being maintained
,in a one-hour rated fireproof file cabineb instead of the vault as
required by APA-ZZ-00220, " Records Management", Revision 1. The inspector,

noted that the packages dated back to August 21, 1984. Further inquiry
revelled that APA-ZZ-00220, " Records Management" Revision 2 had been
appreved on December 10, 1984. This revision allowed temporary storage

; of completed records for up to three months in a one-hour rated fireproof
' file cabinet. . Based on the date of the earliest results package in the

file cabinet and the date of approval of . Revision 2 the inspector deter-
mined that the licensee had been in violation of its administrative t
procedure for the storage of QA records for over three months. Upon
recognition that a procedure had been violated the licensee began,

immediately to move the subject packages to the vault and committed to
minimize future use of the three month temporary storage option. Failure

j to adhere to the approved procedure for record storage is an item of
' . noncompliance (483/84-51-02(DRS)).

During the inquiry the inspector also observed that a test report for an
approved results package was being retyped to incorporate additional,

i; information. Further questions revealed that it was not uncommon for ORC
| comments and corrections to be incorporated into the results package

after the plant managers approval signature. At a meeting to discuss
this subject the licensee indicated that this process would not be'

| continued'and that the plant managers approval signature would not be
given until all corrections and comments were completed and the package

,

was ready for vaulting. The' inspector.was unable to determine whether or
not-the licensee's procedures specifically allowed or prohibited the

; practice of changing a results. package between plant manager approval and
[ placement in the-vault. The inspector was also unable to determine'the
|- acceptability of this practice from a regulatory standpoint during the
j inspection, and the matter will be reviewed further. The changing of

test results packages between plant manager approval and vaulting is an
! unresolved item (483/84-51-03) pending evaluation of the practice by the

NRC.

No other items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
-

7 .' Open Items-

Open items are matters which have been discussed with the licensee, which
will be' reviewed further by the inspector, and which involve some action

,

! on the part of the NRC, the licensee, or both. An open' item disclosed
during the inspection is discussed in Paragraph 5.
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8. Unresolved Item

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required in
; order to ascertain whether or not they are acceptable items, items of
- noncompliance, or deviations. An unresolved item disclosed during the

inspection is discussed in Paragraph 6.
I

9. Exit Interview

The inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted in Paragraph 1)
on December 14, 1984 to discuss the scope and findings of the inspection.
The licensee acknowledged the statements made by the inspector with
respect to items discussed in the report.
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